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Abstract
An exploratory study was devised to examine the nature
of information storage, particularly in regard to the pro-
cess of memorial comparison. The "symbolic distance effect":
that ordinal comparisons between items in memory are more
rapid the greater the "distance" between those items on the
judged dimension, was evaluated in terms of discrete and
analog interpretations of the notion of "distance". Two
relatively simple discrete models were described and their
predictions for this task compared to those of some popular
analog models
.
A sentence-verification task was designed with three
primary intentions: a) to evaluate the generalizability of
the symbolic distance effect b) to examine the influences
of three types of variability on the magnitude of the
effect and c) to check for evidence of scanning processes
which might affect the symbolic distance effect. Pairs
from ordered lists of items differing in "inter-item",
"intra-item" and "imagery-specific" (shape) variability
were used to construct sentences of the form: "A is larger
(smaller) than B" . Results indicated that the symbolic
distance effect extended to natural, untrained lists and
that RT also appeared to be a function of serial position.
A dual-process model including both a scan and a direct
comparison process was proposed to account for the data
obtained. It was also found that discrete ordinal distance
alone did not account for the distance effects found for
these lists, even when end-anchoring and markeciness were
considered. It was suggested that there may be other,
possibly stronger, variables influencing the symbolic
distance effect than those considered by present models.
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1Look at your hand. Which is longer, the first phalanx
on your middle finger or the first phalanx on your index
finger?
This seems a simple enough task. You simply look at
your hand and make a perceptual judgement. Suppose, how-
ever, that you were asked this same question in a dark room
or with your hands ties behind your back? You would be
forced to make a memorial comparison. How would you do it?
Is a memorial comparison just an internalized or symbolic
form of perceptual comparison? Many developmental and
educational psychologists (e.g. Gagne, 1965; Bloom, 1956)
agree that comparative evaluation and judgement are at the
highest level of cognitive capabilities. What sort of
memory storage allows us to perform such high-level functions
with information from memory? A fascinating phenomenon
which Moyer and Bayer (1975) have recently labeled the
"symbolic distance effect (SDE) " may shed some light on
these questions.
The symbolic distance effect describes an association
between comparison time for two symbols and their relation-
ship on a judged dimension. Several experimenters (e.g.
Potts, 1972; Moyer, 1973) have reported that ordinal com-
parisons between items in memory are more rapid the greater
the "distance" between the items along some dimension in
memory. One way in which distance has been defined is with
respect to a series of learned order relations. Potts
2(1972, 1973, 197^a, 197^b) and Trabasso and his colleagues
(197^, 1975) have employed a reasoning problem, the ordered
syllogism of the form:
A > B, B>C ,\ A>C.
In the general form of the task, subjects are trained
on paired adjacent terms of the series (A > B, B > C, etc.)
and then tested to see if they can seriate the entire set
properly (A, B, C ...), coordinate unpaired terms via the
mediating terms (A > C through relationships with B tran-
sitive inference), and deal with the reversability (B < A,
C <A) of the order. Such a transitive order relationship
can be represented as an ordering on a dimension, and the
,: distance" would be defined as the number of steps needed
to go from one of the items to the other (e.g. in the syl-
logism above, the distance between A and B is 1, B and C is
1, A and C is 2 steps). Alternatively, distance has been
defined using some a_ priori measure such as actual physical
disparity or an independent scale of psychological distance
(e.g. Moyer, 1973).
Potts* studies focus mainly on the linguistic aspects
of the task, though his results are relevant to the questions
of comparative memory mentioned above. Trabasso' s research
has pinpointed the transitive inferences required in dealing
with five and six-term syllogisms and the memory structures
implied in such processes. Several other researchers, em-
ploying the syllogism for separate purposes, have produced
data ana interpretations which are useful nonetheless in
6jsr.vsRi.mpr the Bransford and Franks (1971) and
Ftercla;,- iV?73) "~ interested in the integration of infor-
".5>ial.±D "' *3ii«rk vl9^9) studied the purer psycholinguistic
aspects of the task. Huttenlocher (1968) described some
-poE£±h2s :_sn3j7i..lMi) strategies effective in three-term series
P^^^
-
few other researchers, not employing the syllo-
gistic paradigm, have reported data directly applicable or
ttrtbutable .to the symbolic distance effect. Paivio's
cent imagery studies and Moyer's (1973)
: .nphysicaj scaling studies are some of the most notable,
be .^os-sibility that a symbolic distance effect might be
obtained ore a ^ide variety of situations is interesting
Jaeaaase • + - >^ts that the subjects may be using some sort
Df analog1 or non-relational information to make their
judgements
.
Perhaps, for instance, the symbolic distance effect
could be produced if subjects use an image of the dimension
on which the objects are ordered to make their judgements.
Thus they would be utilizing analog, but still relational,
information. If the subjects make comparisons between
linages nf the oi f.ects themselves, they would be using analog
2
' lSq! ate information.
»
However, since most experiments studying or reporting
the symbolic distance effect have used lists of objects to
be cor-oared and/or artificial relations that have to be
learned, alternative explanations of the symbolic distance
effect are plays ible. Some theories have even attempted
to explain the entire symbolic distance effect with respect
to the list structure and/or frequencies of particular
associations produced in creating that structure and with-
out relying on any analog notion of distance (e.g. Trabasso,
1975; Chumbley, personal communication). One strong
piece of evidence that the list structure plays at least
some part in memory comparisons is the "end-anchor" effect:
comparisons between the items at the end of the list and
other items is usually rapid regardless of the distance
between them.
While end-anchoring lends itself naturally to the same
type of associational explanations usually provided for
serial position-related effects, and thus fits easily into
a model which supposes discrete information is used, such
explanations often seem counterintuitive. And though it
has been demonstrated that introspection rarely ;;ives us a
complete picture of our reasoning processes, some note must
be taken of the fact that subjects in this task frequently
report using images. Image-generation is an analog process.
Cooper and Shepard's (1973) studies on the rotation of
mental images are further evidence of analog comparison
processes in human memory.
There seems to be then, something of a dichotomy be-
tween or at least a dimension along which to classify the
theories which have been proposed to explain the symbolic
distance effect. On the one hand, the effect may be created
by analog comparisons between images or properties of the
items themselves while on the other hand, the effect may
be more of an artifact of the discrete list structure in
which the items occur or a reflection of the relationship
the items have with that list structure. "Distance" may be
a unidimensional, digital measurement of "steps" between
items in a list, or it may be an analog uni- or multi-
dimensional quality. Returning to the original question,
"What sort of memory storage allows us to perform such high-
level functions with information from memory?", it seems
that clarification of the type of "distance" information
involved in creating the symbolic distance effect can begin
to elucidate the answer to that question.
The first question then becomes, "Under exactly what
conditions has the SDE been most extensively reported?" It
is important to clarify which types of "distance" information
have been most; often available in experiments demonstrating
the SDE. What variety of information might have been used
and how was it presented? This will help define a range of
possibilities which must be considered. The early studies
of Potts and of Trabasso and his colleagues will be re-
viewed. Two relatively simple "discrete distance" models
which seem to explain the SDE under these restricted
conditions will then be described and their predictions for
less restricted conditions discussed briefly.
The second question then will be, "Has any data been
obtained under less restricted conditions which pertains
to these interpretations of the SDE?" Some data indicating
that the simple models which apply under the restricted list
paradigm conditions may not be sufficient for the general
case of the SDE will be examined and some alternative models
posed. In addition, several minor aspects of the data (end-
anchoring, markedness and serial position effects) which
frequently accompahy the SDE will be treated and incor-
porated in the present problem.
Finally, an exploratory study of the limits of the SDE
phenomenon will be reported.
Potts (1972) was one of the earliest to report the SDE,
although he didn't refer to it as such. He had subjects
read paragraphs presenting syllogisms in statements like,
"The bear was smarter than the hawk, the hawk was smarter
than the wolf and the wolf was smarter than the deer,"
which for discussion purposes will be symbolized A>B>C>D.
In part of his study, Potts presented only the adjacent
pairs (A-B, B-C, C-D) of a four-term A-B-C-D ordering
during training of one c . p (MP), while training a second
group (P) on both remote and adjacent pairs. Reaction
time measurements were obtained for answering True-False
questions (e.g. "The hawk was smarter than the deer," True
or False?) abour remote pairs in the ordering versus adja-
7cent pairs
.
In predicting possible test results for these two
groups, Potts proposed three theories of memory which he
termed "copy theory", "deletion theory", and "addition
theory". According to copy theory, subjects store exactly
what was presented, but no more. According to deletion
theory, subjects store only non-redundant information.
Note that in this particular task "non-redundant information"
was equivalent to "adjacent pairs'1
,
so the information
stored by both groups under deletion theory would be exactly
the same as that stored by group NP under copy theory. Both
of these theories assume that any inferences or comparisons
would be made at the time of testing. Alternatively, accor-
ding to addition theory, subjects deduce the remote pairs
during training and store these pairs in addition to the
presented items. In this case, comparisons and only in-
ferences forgotten or not originally deduced wcu?.d be made
at the time of testing.
Copy theory predicts that performance on remote pairs
should be better when they are presented (Group P) than
when they are not presented (Group MP), but gives no reason
to assume that performance on them will be any different if
they are presented than it is on adjacent pairs. According
to deletion theory, reaction time to remote pairs should not
depend upon whether or not those pairs have been presented,
since they are redundant and would not be stored in any
8case. Addition theory, Potts suggested, predicts that
if remote pairs axe presented during training, subjects
should perform better on the remote pairs than on the adja-
cent pairs, since they could be correct on a remote pair
either by remembering it or deducing it, while they could
be correct on an adjacent pair only by remembering the pair
itself. Though proportion correct on remote pairs would be
higher than that for adjacent pairs under these circumstan-
ces, reaction time might still be longer. ^ if it is true
that deduction takes longer than remembering, reaction time
to the remote pairs deduced at the time of testing would
tend to raise the overall reaction time to the remote pairs.
To summarize, for reaction time performance measure-
ments, all three theories predict that performance on adja-
cent pairs will be equal to or better than that on remote
pairs . The only advantage for remote pairs is predicted
under group P conditions by copy theory for proportion
correct
.
Using mean number correct and mean reaction time as
his measures, Potts found performance on the remote pairs
superior to performance on the adjacent pairs even for the
condition in which remote pairs were never presented and
had to be inferred. These results were inconsistent with
all of the proposed theories! In several subsequent studies
(Scholz and Potts, 197^; Potts, 1973, 197^a,b) which
attempted to "clean up" the effect using a larger variety of
9comparative terms, conditions conducive to lower error rates
and, in one study (Potts, 1974b), a six-term series, Potts
replicated the reaction time finding. The six-term series
allowed exclusion of the endpoints (A and F) and analysis of
three degrees of remoteness. This improved the credibility
of the effect. End terms in the series frequently evidenced
an eccentric speeding. Since, in a four-term series there
is only one possible pairing (B-C) exclusive of endpoints,
it had been suggested that endpoimt irregularity was creating
an artificial effect. Potts (1974b) concluded that reaction
time to pairs internal to the ordering was a "simple mono-
tonic decreasing function of inferential distance; the more
remote the pair, the shorter the reaction time." This was
the effect which Moyer and Bayer (1975) later labeled the
SDE.
Trabasso and Riley (197*0 and Trabasso, Riley and
Wilson (1975) utilized essentially the same task as did
Potts' (1974b) study; subjects were trained with adjacent
pairs on a six-term series problem. Trabasso used sticks
differentiated by color and ordered by length in order to
eliminate as many linguistic variables as possible; Potts
(e.g. 1972) had always used qualitative terms such as
"smarter" or "friendlier" in his orderings. Trabasso, et
al . ran a long series of related studies using both develop-
mental (six and nine-year old children and adults) and
training (linguistic feedback with or without visual feed-
10
back) variables, with extremely consistent results. Remote
pairs were demonstrated to be, with very minor exceptions,
invariably faster than adjacent pairs if only the internal
items were considered. In addition, it was found that "the
RTs decrease and proportion of correct responses increases
as the number of middle terms between sticks increases."
(Trabasso, fi£ al. t 1975, p. 23).
Trabasso, e£ al. (197^, 1975) and Potts (1972, 1973,
197^a, 197^b; also Scholz and Potts, 1974) taught subjects
syllogistically, using adjacent (necessary) pairings in
most of the studies. Thus, these experimenters were testing
for seriation and transitivity of seriation. The fact that
performance on remote pairs was superior to that on adjacent
pairs provides sufficient evidence that the subjects were
actually seriating properly, since percent correct on remote
pairs would be lower than that for adjacent pairs if ser-
iation was uncertain or incorrect. Further research on the
ability of adults to seriate then, seems redundart, so the
question becomes one of how it is that adults represent
and utilize ordered material once they have it in memory.
Most of the researchers previously mentioned and particu-
larly Trabasso and Riley (197*0, have based a great deal of
their research on the assumption that adults can and do
create order ings effectively. For the remainder of the
current discussion and report, I have adopted this same
assumption: that adults can create seriations and that what
11
they da with them is the question. This allows expansion
of consideration of comparative judgement data and the SDE
beyond those experimental paradigms necessary to test
seriation.
Note that Potts (197^b) and Trabasso, et aJL. (1975)
state the RT / distance relationship in terms of "inferential
distance" and "number of middle terms", respectively. Both
refer to distance as discrete or digital and as relative
to the inferential list structure. The descriptive accu-
racy of these statements may be attributable to the limi-
tations of the paradigms considered. Potts found the SDE
using qualitative terms and, in most cases, totally arbit-
rary orderings . There seems to be no reason, for instance,
to assume people naturally believe that clams are "friend-
lier" than ducks. This was an arbitrary ordering learned
specifically for the particular task. Trabasso and his
associates also used primarily artificial orderings, red
sticks are not conventionally longer than yellow sticks
and vice versa. The artificiality of the orderings was a
necessity for control of the syllogistic training aspect of
these studies, but also exacerbated the discrete and rela-
tional character of the information to be stored. It may
be most efficient to learn arbitrary information in terms
of simple (discrete) relationships with the structure in
which it occurs, but this may not be true for more ordinary
information as we learn it outside the experimental
12
situation. Suppose a linear ordering was not trained syl-
logistically and was relatively non-arbitrary. Would a
sentence-verification task of questions on that ordering
demonstrate the SDE and, more importantly, would that SDE
be in terms of discrete relationships? The present research
focused, in part, on these questions.
There is reason to believe the SDE may be general izable
to our memory for some other kinds of comparative order
information. For instance, choice tasks (Parkman, 1971) and
true-false tasks (Lovelace and Snodgrass, 1971) concerning
alphabetic positions of letters have demonstrated an inverse
relationship of RT and ordinal distance. On the other hand,
several researchers (e.g. Buckley and Gillman, 1974) have
contested the generalizability of the SDE and similar
findings. Mover and Bayer (1975) have noted the similari-
ty of the SDE to a common perceptual finding, which they
call the perceptual distance effect:
PDE: The time needed to compare two physical
stimuli (Pi, Pj) varies inversely with the
distance between them (P^ - Pj) on the judged
dimension.
(Moyer and Bayer, 1975, p. 5)
In fact, Moyer and Bayer felt the correspondence between the
PDE and the SDE was so striking that they proposed a paral-
lel working definition:
SDE: The time needed to compare two symbols
13
( s i» Sj) varies inversely with the distance
H between their referents (R^ - R j ) on the
judged dimension (Dk ).
(Moyer and Bayer, 1975, p. 6)
Trabasso, et aJL. (1975) included a condition in one study
in which subjects received no prior training, but had a
visual display of the ordered sticks present during the
testing phase. The results for this group of subjects
and for subjects in the regular conditions were essentially
equivalent. This parallelism recalls one of the opening
questions. Is a memorial comparison just an internalized
form of perceptual comparison? Do both forms of comparison
involve a common underlying comparative stage or process as
Moyer and Bayer have suggested?
Some of the simpler and more parsimonious models pro-
posed to explain the SDE as found under the restrictive
conditions described - arbitrary orderings, syllogistic
training and so forth - suggest that actual or perceptual
comparisons and memorial comparisons may rely on very
different sets of information or processes. The memorial
information used may be a simplified, non-redundant
,
integrated form of the information used for direct percep-
tual judgements. The data obtained under the conditions
so far described can be predicted by models which use only
digital referents of distance derived from the discrete
relationships between items in the learned orderings. The
14
model proposed by Trabasso, et al. (197^, 1975) relies
heavily on the association characteristics of the ordering
acquired during training. A frequency model suggested by
Chumbley (personal communication) focuses primarily on the
discrete relationships between items placed along a dimen-
sion. It might be useful to examine these two representa-
tives of the class of non-analog models in some detail and
to clarify their predictions for less restrictive experi-
mental situations.
Trabasso 's model is based on the general notion that
reaction time is directly related to the ordinal separation
between items; in this case sticks symbolized by colors.
As mentioned previously, he and his colleagues stated that
reaction time was inversely related to "inferential distance"
- the number of "steps" needed to go from one of the items
to the other along the ordered dimension. The model makes
several assumptions concerning acquisition and use of the
ordering. First, Trabasso and his colleagues pr-pose that
during acquisition the information, presented as separate
premises, is integrated into a unitary linear ordering with
spatial reference
,
and that it is this unified representation
which is stored and/or used in making the comparative judge-
ments . Many sorts of information may be used in constructing
the ordering, but it is the ordering itself which is utilized
in performance of the task. Secondly, construction of the
ordering proceeds in an "ends-inward" fashion. Finally,
15
while being integrated (learned), the items acquire
associative strength?
. While Trabasso, e_t al. (1975) do
cite their references as Bower's (1971) and Murdock's
(I960) analyses of discriminability and errors, it is not
clear whether the associative strengths are a result of
stimulus frequencies or response rules or some other factor.
In any case the resultant integrated information is a
linear ordering of discrete association code strengths.
Since the order is constructed in an "ends -inward" fashion,
the association strengths are greatest for items nearest
the ends and weakest at the midpoints. In performance of
the task, the ratio between strengths at different ordinal
positions determines the difficulty of the comparison. It
is the ordinal relationship between items in the ordering
which deoermines difficulty of comparison and thus reaction
time. Taken in its literal form (and as interpreted by
Moyer and Bayer, 1975), then, this model, which will be
dubbed the "ordinal position" model, predicts that the
reaction time in memorial comparisons should be a constant
function of the ordinal positions of the items compared
on the dimension being considered.
A frequency model, similar to Trabasso 's ordinal
position model in its emphasis on the discrete relationships
between compared items, differs in that it requires no
reliance on a unified (integrated) representation and seems
to have more general applicability. Although a unified
16
memorial representation is possible, it is not requisite
for a frequency model. Representations of events and
items could be stored in memory along with strengths or
tags or frequency indicators of any other sort. Thus
instead of encoding when and where and exactly how some-
thing has occurred, we might record that it occurred sooner
than such-and-such, so many times or between one thing and
another. Trabasso's "ordinal position" moael utilizes
primarily the latter class of information directly from
the ordering in determining difficulty of location of items
and subsequent comparison and thus relies primarily upon
representation within the ordering. In a frequency model,
the subject computes the discrete values, reflective of
ordinal position but not necessarily derived directly from
it, for the items and compares theee values. Again as in
Trabasso's "ordinal position" model, difficulty of com-
parison between the items (hereafter referred to as "con-
fusability"
,
simply to shorten the reference) is between
discreet values computed for relationships among the items
rather than between absolute or analog properties of the
items themselves. A demonstration of the application of a
frequency model to the/Ksntering task should help clarify the
predictive distinctions.
Table 1 illustrates one possible frequency set-up as a
memory representation, although I hasten to add that this
representation is not specifically necessary to the model,
Table 1: Frequency Counts for a 10-Term Series
17
ABCDEPGHIJ (smaller-)- larger)
Pair A B C D E F G H I J Pair
AB S L DE
AC S L DF
AD S L DG
AE S L DH
AP S L DI
AG S L DJ
AH s L EF
AI s L EG
AJ s L EH
BC S L EI
BD S L EJ
BE s L FG
BF s L FH
BG s L FI
BH o L FJ
BI s L GH
BJ S L GI
CD S L GJ
CE s L HI
CF s L HJ
CG s L IJ
CH s L
CI s L
CJ s L
ABCDEFGHIJ
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
S L
Smaller
Larger
ABCDEFGHIJ
98765^3210
0123^56789
18
but provides a simple illustrative case. Each of the pos-
sible pairs of the terms in a ten-item 15 st is repre-
sented in the far-left rows of the table. Next to each
representation is an indication for each item of the pair
and its size relative to its member item. For instance,
in the pairing 'EH', «E» is marked as "small" and «H« is
marked as "large". At the bottom of the table, these
"large" and "small" tags are totaled for each item of the
series. There are several ways in which the resulting
frequency counts could produce the SDE. For example:
Question: B < H?
Computation:
1-a) B "small" = 8 8/10 B is "more
or ,\ => "True"
H "small" = 2 2/10 small" than H
6
1-b) B<H (no. of "smalls" for B - no. of "smalls" for H)
+(no. of "larges" for H - no. of "larges" for B)
(8-2; +(7-1) =12 (decision value)
Table 2 lists the resultant figures from one possible set
of such mental computations. Note that differences increase
( confusabil ity decreases) directly with ordinal distance,
in parity with Trabasso, e_t al.'s (1975) predictions.
Some general remarks about applications and interpre-
tations of this frequency model should be added. One common
objection to such models has been that they require too
much memory capacity or make too many processing demands
19
Table 2: Frequency computations for all possible
pairings of ten items, using computation 1-a
described on p. 18.
"small"
A B C D E F G H I J
AA oy U A o Qo 10 12 14 16 T Olo
B 8 l X 2 6 8 10 12 14 16
C 7 2 X 2 6 8 10 12 14
D 6 3 X 2 4 6 8 10 12
£ 5 X 2 6 8 10
P k 5 X 2 k 6 8
0 3 6 X 2 6
H 2 7 X 2
I 1 8 X 2
J 0 9 X
26
upon the system. There are three major reasons why this
type of objection is not of serious danger to the plausi-
bility of the model. First, physiologically speaking, it
is not at all implausible that this amount of information
could be retained in the human neurological network.
Cavanagh's (1972) holographic memory model, for instance,
suggests one of the many ways in which memory might be
"compacted 11 and still be retrievable at a later point in
time in all its detail. Secondly, Kahneman and Tversky
(1973) have convincingly illustrated that subjects are
willing to make predictions (decisions) from a very small
sample of information as if it were truly a random sample.
If subjects, then, retain only a certain proportion of the
pairs listed in Table 1, the frequency counts would be
essentially the same, but with a smaller range and greater
variability on some positions. There is no apparent reason
to assume that any particular selective forgetting would
occur in a manner which would significantly unbalance the
counter mecnanism. Thirdly, subjects might retain or sample
only the most recent or typical instances, as suggested by
Jan Walker (1975). Even in this case, as long as there was
no specific process biasing the sample, the frequency counts
would balance out to essentially the same effects with either
a fixed-sample or a sequential-decision model of operation.
The main problem in taking smaller samples would be the
possibility of raising the error rate. This is a task and
21
material-specific strategy-oriented problem. It should be
noted, however, that since the majority of the studies
reviewed, and the present research, kept subject error
rates to a minimum, the likelihood of such a strategy be-
coming problematic was negligible.
To review, the frequency model as presented and
Trabasso, et aJL.'s "ordinal position" model argue that only
discrete values, either association strengths acquired
during formation of the internal representation of a
linear ordering or frequencies reflective of relationships
between items on the dimension are utilized in performing
memcrial comparisons. The codes are discrete and relational
in nature and should not change unless the structureal re-
lationships of the material coded change. As has been
remarked previously, whatever the confusability of two items
may be, it must always remain the same as long as the
ordinal positions of the compared items remain the same.
Until very recently, none of the available data provided
any direct evidence counter to this prediction.
It seems entirely plausible however that additional or
different sorts of information may be used to perform the
task than these models and predictions suggest. ^ Although
the ordinal position and frequency models accurately pre-
dict performance under the restricted conditions described
by assuming that simple discrete values are stored in
memory, there is evidence that subjects may utilize
22
memorial information which is, in fact, more analog in
nature to make their judgements. If memorial comparisons
utilize analog values, then relational (i.e. ordinal) infor-
mation is not only not required for task performance, but
also may be overshadowed or altered by other forms of
variability in the information utilized.
There is evidence that analog information is stored in
memory. Walker (±975), for instance, demonstrated the
ability of subjects to represent "attribute-value" range
information about a concept. She required true-false
decisions for sentences in which property values varied in
their magnitude from the most typical value on concept
value norms. The experimental set included plausible
false ("close false") and implausible false ("remote false")
sentenced. Subsequently, paired concept names and numeri-
cal property values were presented for reasonableness
judgements . The numerical values varied over five levels
of remoteness from the concepts' most typical values. For
both situations, decision times varied with remoteness from
the most typical value, increasing for "yes^" and de-
creasing for"no's". On the basis of relationships found
among decision time, confidence, agreement, ana remoteness,
Walker rejected the assumption that physical property
information is stored in discrete attribute-value form. A
model such as Anderson's (1975) "planar representation" is
her preferred alternative. Although Walker's study demon-
strated that people have the ability to store and use
distributional information in Judging particular items, the
assumption that they might use this information for per-
forming oomparison tasks suoh as produce the SDK does not
necessarily follow.
Data pertaining to types of stored variability infor-
mation which may be used in memorial comparison and which
may subsequently affect the SDE have been obtained pri-
marily in experiments which have not employed the syllogis-
tic paradigm. Three classes of variability -
"inter-item",
"intra-item" and "imagery-specific" variance seem to merit
consideration. These will be defined and examined in turn.
Potts (1974a), for instance, told subjects that some
items were either "just barely
", "moderately
"
, or "very
much" different on the dimension along which they were
ordered. Subjects appeared to attend to the qualifiers and
to encode this information in various ways, but performance
did not vary as a function of the qualitative difference
between the terms. Proportion correct on remote pairs was
still significantly superior to that on adjacent pairs,
but the difference on this measure between pairs described
by small quantitative differences and those described by
large quantitative differences was virtually nonexistant.
Potts therefore concluded that it was not direct distance
spatially (along an interval as opposed to an ordinal scale)
which accounted for the SDE. Unfortunately, Potts recorded
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only error data, so his results were likely to be conser-
vative. In similar studies, error rate has proven to be a
far less sensitive measure than reaction time (Potts, 1974b).
On the other hand, Moyer and Bayer (1975) reported
their study in which increasing the range (interval distance)
represented by a four-item series while holding ordinal
distance constant did speed comparison of the names of
those items. Interval distance between the referents
(circles ordered by size) of compared symbols (CVC's) was
manipulated. The data showed that doubling size difference
between two circles (a manipulation affecting the PDE)
speeded comparison of their names, even when ordinal dis-
tance was held constant. They concluded that, "at least in
this task, people store more than ordinal information about
the referents of the symbols which they compare, and that
this stored information has functional significance for the
mental operation (comparison)." Moyer and Landaiier (1967)
made a similar proposal after studying discrimir, ability in
choice time for digits.
Potts (1974a) and Moyer and Bayer (1975) manipulated
distance between the items along the judged dimension, or
"inter-item" variability. The distributional information
which Walker (1975) and Anderson (1975) suggested is stored
for attributes of an item might be called "intra-item"
variability. Collins and Quillian (1969) have suggested
semantic situations in which too much, possibly irrelevant,
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similarity (i.e. "overlapping attribute distributions")
could increase reaction time for decisions. Anderson and
Bower's HAM model (1973) is comparable. For instance,
response to "A coat is a dog" may be slowed because of
irrelevant links such as "brown" or "dogs have coats", or
"fur". Rips, Shoben and Smith (1973) and various other
combinations of these same authors (1974a, 1974b) have
extended and modified the Bower-style model particularly
along the lines of similarity tasks. They found that
semantic distance could predict reaction times in categori-
zation tasks, tasks in which the subject decided which
items were most like each other rather than trying to
discriminate among them.
Several proponents of "internalized perception" models
of memorial comparison have proposed a third set of deter-
minants of "confusability" as a factor in reaction time
related distance effects such as the SDE. Moyer (1973)
found that reaction time was an inverse linear function of
the logarithm of the estimated difference in animal size
and hypothesized that the mental process involved was an
"imagined perceptual comparison" of the items involved,
since mean RT is analogously related to size differences
when subjects are making direct perceptual comparisons (the
PDE referred to earlier in this paper). Thus he was
arguing that the sinilarity of the "analog representations"
in question was the determining factor of reaction time
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and, in some cases, of error rates. Moyer and Bayer's
(1975) experiment, while focusing on "inter-item" varia-
bility, was based on "internalized perception" assumptions
as well, since they used symbols representing perceptual
rather than semantic items.
Paivio (197M, too, has suggested, in more specific
terms that people use imagery in comparison tasks and that
"visual" discriminability may be an important factor
regulating decision time. In a recent extension of Mover's
(1973) experiments, Paivio (in press, 1975) found that RT
to choose the larger member of pairs of pictures or printed
names of animals and objects differing in rated real-life
size increased as the memory size difference decreased,
for comparisons between as well as within conceptual
categories. Paivio constructed a normative list of object
names scaled for size on the basis of subjects' ratings.
The norms encompassed approximately the range of sizes
included in Mover's (1973) list of twenty-one animal names
(which to a large extent also parallels the list used by
Henley (1969)). The procedure involved generation of a pool
of items falling within that size range, and ratings of the
sizes of those oojectr a separate group of subjects) on
a nine-point numerical scale. In several other experiments
included in the same report, he tied the size comparison
capability to an independent cognitive imagery (vs. verbal)
system.
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Despite the intuitive appeal of such analog models,
both in the "perceptual simulation" vein and otherwise,
there are suggestions that models such as those of Mover
and Landauer (1967) and Moyer (1973) may not predict well
for comparisons of many sorts of stimuli. Perhaps we should
not be too hasty in accepting the intuitively appealing
models over the discrete information explanations. Buckley
and Gillman (197*0 found that comparison of dots and digits
on numerosity required a two-dimensional scaling random-
walk solution, while Moyer 's model predicts a unidimensional
solution. Also, "perceptual" explanations of the SDE must
be stretched uncomfortably to include qualitative compari-
sons such as those employed by Potts. Thus the predictions
of the two sets of models are worth examining experimentally.
The constancy of the SDE with other than ordinal variability
predicted by "discrete relational" models has been discussed.
If on the other hand the SDE is ascribable to (or affected
by) analog information or absolute information about an
item, then discriminability , and thus mean RT and error
rate, might vary with variability in such qualities as
intra-item range. Lists of items with greater intra-item
range might demonstrate slower mean RT in general than
would lists consisting of items which were better represen-
ted by small intra-item ranges or by point values.
If an item in an ordering being learned is placed along
an imaginary axis, as Trabasso, e_b al. (1975) and others
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(e.g. Huttenlocher, 1966) have suggested, such placement
might be distributed (varying from time-to-time or person-
to-person) or it might be placed as a distribution (covering
a particular range of the scale or dimension). Adapting
models such as Thurstone's (1927), we might expect that RT
would vary directly with intra-item variability, as in-
creased overlap should slow discrimination. If items have
equal variance and the overall range (inter-item variability)
is lessened, similar "increased overlap" would likewise slow
discrimination and thus reaction time.
Paivio or other "internal perception" modelers (e.g.
Mover, 1973) might interpret the above results as indication
of difficulty in "imaging-up" highly variable items or as
difficulty in discriminating between vague or "generalized"
images. If the discriminability between items fluctuated
during the course of the task due to retrieval of different
representations from memory each time the same pair was
presented, the normal monotonic relationship might be ex-
pected to be disturbed in a number of ways. If, over trials
in the experiment, or due to some other task factor, a
"prototype" image was selected for each item, the monotonic
function might be expected to return as difficulty of com-
parison again became a consistent variable. Walker's (1975)
and Anderson's (1975) exemplar models also predict a strong
effect of increased intra-item variability in slowing com-
parison time, as the number of cases which must be sampled
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to meet confidence criteria should vary with the spread of
the distribution. The predictions in this case of inter-
item variability are equivocal.
In summary, neither Trabasso, et al.'s (1975) "ordinal
position" model nor the frequency theory as proposed predict
any changes in the SDE as a function of any analog or
absolute (attributional ) aspects of the information being
ordered, particularly in respect to one possible aspect of
confusability - intra-item variabiity. Analog models
can predict SDE variance with intra-item variability and
inter-item variability, as well. Paivio-style models pre-
dict that any variability affecting an "image" might affect
the SDE, and that the magnitude of this effect might fluc-
tuate with practice.
End Anchoring and Markedness
The "monotonic decreasing function of inferential
distance" has been reported by Potts (1974b) and Trabasso
and Riley (197^) to hold primarily for pairs internal to
the orderings . As already noted, response times to pairs
including end terms (Trabasso called them "anchors") were
exceptionally short ar.f usually independent of step-size
(not reflecting the SDE). This "data glitch" has been
interpreted several ways.
Potts (1972, 1974b) noted an interaction between
anchor-pair tested and truth-value of the test sentence;
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RTs to pairs containing end terms were uniformly short
CHli} Lf the end term appeared as the first term in the
sen±fince. Thus, for a six-term ordering, responses to
-true sentences beginning with the first term (e.g. A> C?)
were uniformly short. Responses to false sentences begin-
ng with the last term (e.g. F > c?) were relatively short
ohough not as short as "first-term-trues". He proposed a
two-step strategy in which subjects may check to see if the
first term has been tagged as having been an end-term, in
which case they can bypass retrieval of the second term and
oh-
•
arison process. If the end term is not the first
item of the test sentence, however, the tag will be of littl
use Jn bypassing the second retrieval process. Potts (1972,
197^b) also reported that first-term anchor effects were
stronger than last-term anchor effects, arguing that the
probability of a subject tagging the last term was lower
than that for the first term.
Trabasso, et al. (1975) clarified the conditions of
this effect and interpreted it as a function of linguistic
reasoning.. First, they found that when the anchor displayed
in the test matched the question (e.g. the longest stick
and anoth:-- displayed, question: "Which is longer?"), RT was
faster than when it did not; this illustrated the "prin-
ciple of congruence" suggested by Clark (1969). Secondly,
they found response to the 11 long" stick averaged 333 msec,
faster than to the "short" stick. This was interpreted as
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the effect of "markedness" proposed by Clark - that the
unmarked comparative { "longer") is stored in a more acces-
sible form or is easier to interpret than the marked com-
parative (
-shorter"). As in Potts' research, the adjacent
pairs containing end-anchors were found to be faster than
some other, more remote, pairs. Finally, step-size affec-
ted only the short anchor. In a result congruent with
Potts', long anchor RTs were parallel and independent of
distance. (Note: Potts' "A" was always the "X'est" on a
unidimensional scale, and thus would be the unmarked an-
chor. )
These step-by-anchor and anchor-by-question interactions
require the use of linguistic, or at least strategic,
explanations even in the frequency model, since the frequen-
cy model as presented predicts symmetrical relationships for
the anchors. The main concern with these two effects at
present, however, is that they 9 fog up" the data and must
be accounted for in data analysis and interpretation.
Serial Position Effects
Sternberg (1969) labeled such tasks as outlined here,
in which subjects are given ordered sets and asked relation-
ship questions, as "scanning to locate". Trabasso, e£ al .
(1975) considered production of relative discriminabilities
upon a linear order, but did not specify whether the order
was scanned at the time of testing. The limited set-size
(four or six) of the orderings utilized trivialized the
usefulness of an analysis for scanning effects. Frequency
data, such as those described for the model presented,
i
could be scanned at the time of decision or previous to
testing; this character of the model has not been specified.
Imagery or Walker-style (1975) comparisons don't predict
any effect of serial position.
Moyer and Bayer (1975), however, have reported that
"RT varies directly with the ordinal position of the name
of the larger circle (counting as "first" the name of the
largest circle in the stimulus set)." They postulated scan
entry at the "larger" end of the scale. Since they always
asked the question "Which is larger?", it is not certain
whether the unmarked end of the scale or the end corres-
ponding to the question was preferred as an entry point.
Digit-scans (Moyer and Landauer, 1967) seem independent
of question asked; RT has been consistently correlated with
the size of the smaller digit. Perhaps less arbitrary
orderings have preferred orientations and thus preferred
entry-points. Again, because the implication of scan
effects in this task has not been examined, and because the
markedness effect and Moyer and Bayer data lead to the be-
lief that a scan is likely and not consistent, data must be
interpreted with an eye to possible ambiguating effects of
such a scan.
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Present Experiment
The present investigation used four ten-term orderings
that required no experimental training. These orderings
were chosen such that they were distinguished from one
another by combinations of degree of variability within
items, shape consistency, and to a certain extent, overall
range
.
The study was designed with three^ primary intentions:
1) to evaluate the generalizability of the symbolic dis-
tance effect 2) to examine the influences of three types
of variability on the magnitude of the effect and 3) to
check for evidence, in the serial position data, of scan-
ning processes.
The procedure was chosen to illustrate the extension
of the distance effect found for highly-trained, relatively
arbitrary orderings to orderings somewhat less arbitrary
and more "natural" to the subjects. Training aspects of
the task were reduced to a minimum to reveal, as much as
possible, any effects which might be peculiar to syllogistic
training tasks. Such effects might include "labelling" of
end anchors during training, recency effects such as those
referred to by Walker (1975), and "depth of processing"
effects such as those suggested by Craik and Lockhart's
(1972) work. The latter was particularly controlled by the
fact that no deduction of remote pairs from training within
the task was required, thus adjacent and remote pairs were
3^
less likely to have artificially induced differences in
processing complexity.
Since longer orderings could be used than were possible
with more arbitrary material, it was hoped that more arti-
factual effects created by end-anchoring could be removed
from the data. Trabasso, et &L. (1975) had only one three-
step pair, two two-step pairs, and three one-step pairs
exclusive of end-anchors for analysis. A ten-item list
provided seven one-step pairs, six two-step pairs, five
three-step pairs, four four-step pairs, three five-step
pairs, two six-step pairs, and one seven-step pair, as
illustrated in Figure 1. An illustration of the SDE over
this range of step sizes should greatly increase the credi-
bility of the effect as a general entity.
The influence of several kinds of variability on the
SDE was the second topic of interest in this study. Lists
were chosen which varied in intra-item variability, shape
constancy, and overall range. Range (inter-item variability)
and intra-item variability were included to enable examina-
tion of some of the more particular aspects concerning
type of information utilized in the models recently proposed
to account for the SDE and its corollary effects. The inten-
tion was to evaluate whether ordinal (discrete relational)
or interval (analog and/or item-specific), or possible
alternative dimensions of the orderings (and thus of memory
storage) demonstrated greater influence on the symbolic
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distance effect. Differences between some lists in shape
constancy among list j terns were included to see if some
clues concerning imagistic aspects of mental comparison
could be obtained.
Finally, it was expected that the longer order ings
would facilitate a serial position analysis to evaluate the
possibility of scan effects in this task, hinted at by some
previously found relationships between end-anchors and
questions asked, and proposed as a factor in the SDE by
Moyer and Bayer (1975).
Method
Subjects. A total of forty-eight students served as sub-
jects in this experiment. Thirty-eight Ss were University
of Massachusetts undergraduates who participated for exper-
imental credit toward course grades. Ten graduate students
participated voluntarily. Each subject participated in a
single fifty minute session.
Apparatus
. Stimuli were presented on a video monitor
controlled by a PDP-8I computer. Reaction times were ob-
tained and recorded under program control using a response
console with two trigger-switches and a central button
which could be illuminated. The trigger-switches were
labeled 11 True" and "False" appropriately.
Materials . Stimuli were constructed using four ordered
lists of ten items each. Each list was obtained by presen-
ting a larger list of items, all drawn from the same seman-
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tic category, to another set of subjects for ordering
according to size, ard then selecting the ten items ordered
most consistently across those subjects. The lists were
Animals, Household Objects, Balls, and Fruits and are pre-
sented in Table 3. The original set of items from which
the Animals list was chosen was drawn from Henley's (1969)
scaling study, with elimination of any domesticated animals.
In addition, the lists differed in magnitude of intra-
item, inter-item, and shape variability. The items v/ere
selected so that those in the Household Objects and Balls
categories had lower (in the experimenter's opinion) intra-
item variability than did those in the Fruits and Animals
categories. Balls and Fruits items were chosen to reduce
variability in shape, while Animals and Household Objects
varied widely on this dimension. These relationships are
also indicated in Table 3.
The ten-term orderings allowed forty-five unique
pairings of items for each list. The test statements were
constructed from these in the form "A is X'er than B"
.
The pretest materials were four sets of ten cards each,
one for each list, with the name of a different item from
the list printed on each card. Each subject worked with
only one of the sets (lists).
Procedure . The subjects were run individually in a session
consisting of a pre-test, a practice block of trials, and
four data-collection blocks.
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Table 3: Lists and Variability Classifications
INTRA-ITEM VARIABILITY
"HIGH LOW
FRUITS BALLS
:
c
1
w
a*
<
in
f-l
w
t—
i
K
<
>
cranberry-
cherry
lime
nectarine
npeau'r
apple
orange
grapefruit
cant iloupe
honeydew
ANIMALS:
as
mouse
squirrel
raccoon
fox
wolf
lion
zebra
camel
elephant
marble
jackball
golfball
handball
tennis ball
hardball
Softball
bowling ball
basketball
beachball
OBJECTS:
pm
toothpick
razorblade
matchbox
teaspoon
lightbulb
brick
telephone
attache case
10-speed bike
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For the pre-test, each subject was given a set of cards
and asked to put them in order according to size. S/he was
allowed to do this in any manner (laying them out, putting
them in a stack, etc.) or direction (largest to smallest
or vice versa). The order and manner were recorded. If
more than three items of the subject's ordering conflicted
with the chosen ordering, the subject was given credit (if
s/he was an undergraduate) and dismissed from the experiment
Seven subjects, tested in addition to the forty-eight whose
data is reported, were dismissed on these grounds or due to
unacceptable error rates. If three or fewer of the items
conflicted, the experimenter pointed out the error(s) and
asked the subject if s/he agreed with the ordering as a
feasible one. If the subject agreed, the cards were ran-
domized and the subject asked to order them again. If
agreement could not be reached by the third trial, the sub-
ject was dismissed. If agreement was reached, the cards
were shuffled and the subject was asked to repro Luce the
order to a criterion of two consecutive correct orderings.
Mo subject ran more than five pre-test trials, and no
subject ran who didn't agree that the ordering was a
rational or natural one for him or her. In addition, any
subject whose error rate rose above % (18 total errors) on
the data-collection trials was dismissed from the experi-
ment and given credit if appropriate.
Twelve subjects were tested with each list, half with
"larger" and half with "smaller" as the comparative term.
Each block of trials included one presentation of each
of the forty-five pairs at each truth value. The ninety
resulting test sentences were randomized within a trial
block. For each trial, a statement appeared on the screen
and remained there until the subject responded "true" or
"false" by pulling the correct trigger. Subjects were
instructed to respond as quickly as possible without making
errors. After each thirty trials, a central button lit up
and presentations paused until the subject pressed the
button to continue the block. During this pause, the sub-
ject's mean RT and error rate appeared on the screen to
assist him in monitoring his performance. Left - right
positions of response assignment and dominant hand were
counterbalanced across subjects.
The general experimental design is summarized in Table
4. Question (Larger or Smaller), List (Animals, Objects,
Balls, Fruits) and Hand (Dominant or ilon-Dominant for True),
formed sixteen independent groups for between-subject
analysis. Trueth-value (True or False) and Pair (1 - k$)
were within-subject factors.
Results
Mean correct reaction times were calculated over the
last four trial blocks for each of the ninety pairs for
each subject. The number of correct responses was calcu-
lated similarly. For the two cases in which a subject made
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Table 4: General Design
Numbers represent subjects in each cell
Question: Larger
List
Dominant
Hand
it True it
Non-Dom
Hand
» True"
Question: Smaller
Dominant
Hand
n True 11
Non-Dom
Hand
"True"
1: Fruits
2: Animals
3: Balls
4: Objects
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an error on the same pair for each of the trial blocks, the
mean score was estimated using an adaptation of the tech-
nique described by Myers (l972, pp. 168-172). A six-factor
analysis of variance was performed on each of these measures
with List, Question, Hand, Subject within list-question-
hand, Truth Value, and Pair as factors. Appendix A summar-
izes the results of these analyses. The error data, though
apparently less sensitive to some interactions, generally
echoed the significant effects found using mean reaction
times. Thus, since the conditions that were slower also
had more errors, it is unlikely that the differences in RT
reported below are due to a speed-accuracy trade-off. Ex-
cept where noted, the following reported P ratios were
computed on the reaction times.
The main effect of pair was significant (F (44,1408) =
52.40, p < .05). This was probably due at least partially
to the effect of distance which will be discusser shortly.
The main effect of List was not significant (F (^3,32) =
2.08, p > .05) which may have been due to the fact that List
was a between-subject factor in this design and the in-
fluence of list differences may have been obscured by subject
variability. The data did, however, evidence a significant
List by Pair interaction (F (132,1408) = 6.18, p«<.05),
which encouraged a closer look at the effects of both Pair
and List.
The effect of the Fair factor is complex, probably
^3
including at least the influences of distance, ordinal pos-
ition, and end-anchoring. It is possible to partition pair
effects in several ways to look at these effects individual-
ly; we can begin by looking at the effect of distance.
Figure 2 indicates that the symbolic distance effect was
replicated for the less arbitrary and longer orderings used
in this experiment. Mean reaction time is inversely related
to the distance (number of ordinal steps) between terms in
a pair, decreasing as the number of ordinal steps between
terms increases.
Alternatively, the data can be parsed, as in Figures
3 and ^, according to the serial (ordinal) position.
Reaction time is averaged across all distances for each
ordinal position, excluding endpoints, with ordinal position
defined from the end of the scale named by the question.
The item of a pair closest to the named end defined the
ordinal position of that pair. It is evidence that RT is
an increasing function of serial position. That there ap-
pears to be a similar function for both questions is an
indication that subjects may scan the list from the end
congruent with the question asked.
In a linear ordering, unfortunately, distance and
ordinal position are highly confounded; the central items
in the list are not involved in as great a range of distance
relationships as those items nearer the ends of the list.
Thus in any breakdown by distance or serial position alone,
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positions or distances will be unemi«n v r.*u« qually represented at
varying values of the other, respectively.
Consider Figures 5 , 6, 7 , and 8, which permit a more
thorough evaluation of serial position effects, partitioned
by distance (stepsize) and with end-anchors included for a
more complete picture. The serial position functions, each
representing a constant level of distance, show a bowed
effect for at least stepsizes of one and two, and in some
cases three. Note that for both "True" and "False" func-
tions, the anchor pairs (pairs in which one member is an
end-term) exhibit exceptionally short reaction times which
fall within a small range over all stepsize pairs. How-
ever, the bowing appears to be not entirely attributable to
the speed of the anchors, since other points near the ends
seem to be faster than their internal neighbors. Trend
analyses were performed to determine the best interpretation
of these functions for stepsizes one through six. Appendix
B summarizes the result., of these analyses for distances one
and twu. Tlie da La were ordered as they are in the figures,
with serial position defined from the named end of the scale.
All other factors were included as in the main AN OVA (List,
Question, Hand, Truth V,. ,.••). Two contrasts were performed
for each set of distance functions (a linear and a quadratic).
The alpha level was set at EQ = .05 for each contrast, thus
holding the Ew at .10 as suggested by Scheffe" foit . Myers,
1972, pp. 360-364). For stepsize one pairs, the function
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of serial position effects appears to include a significant
quadratic component (F (1,32) = 183.95, p ^.05), but no
linear component (F < l, MS e = 188235). Both the linear
and quadratic components were significant for stepsize two
pairs (F (1,32) = and 116.73, respectively, p< .05
for both comparisons). The results for stepsizes three
through six paralleled those for stepsize two.
The interaction with the factor of question was sig-
nificant for the linear components of the distance one and
two functions (F (1,32) = 22.79; 13.76, p <.05) but not for
their quadratic components (F (1,32) < 1, MS . = 131617
MS©Dist 2 = 1:L980^). The results for stepsizes three
through six paralleled those for stepsizes one and two. It
is possible that these two components reflect two separate
mental processes. The process responsible for the linear
component might, then, be more task and strategy-related
than the process related to the quadratic component, since
only the former interacts with a task variable.
In order to examine the effects of distance independent
of serial position, best-fitting straight lines were ob-
tained (using a least-squares criterion) for distance
functions with serial position held constant. Three distance
functions were obtained for each of the positions two
through six - one for "True" correct responses, one for
"P'alse" correct responses, and one for all correct responses
combined. Separate analyses of variance on the obtained
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slopes and intercepts for internal pairs were basically
similar for all three measures; the following figures refer
to overall correct responses. The main effects on both
slopes and intercepts were significant for List (intercepts
P (3,32) = 3.30, slopes P (3,32) = 8.0?, p <.05), Ordinal
Position (intercepts P (4,128) = 865.23, slopes P (4,128) =
136.42, p -<.05) and Truth Value (intercepts P (1,32) =
961.32, slopes F (1,32) = 13.39, P<.05). Table 5 gives
a numerical indication of the ordinal-position effect; the
slopes tend to become steeper from position B to E, showing
a tendency to drop at P as the center of the list is passed
The interaction of greatest interest was List by Ordinal
Position on the slope measure (P (12,128) = 4.88, p <.05),
which indicates that all effects of ordinal position have
probably not been eliminated from the desired cross-list
comparisons. The details of this analysis appear in
Appendix C
.
The best-fitting distance functions, analysed for each
list, averaged over the positions, indicate that the one-
intercept for the Animals list (1930 msec.) is lower than
that for Balls (2171 msec.) but also reveal that it is
higher than that for Fruits (159^ msec). The Animals list
had the largest physical range (mouse to elephant), and it
was therefore expected that it would be speeded more than
other lists with smaller ranges. The relationships noted
above hold for the separate serial positions considered, as
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well. Most noticeably, the Fruits list has lower intercepts
overall than do any of the other lists. The separate
slopes and zero-intercepts for each position in each list,
the averages of these for each list, and some more reason-
able RT comparison figures than the zero-intercepts, the
average Distance 1 and Distance 3 projected points are
listed in Table 5. Note that the Balls list has the
steepest overall slope (-493 msec). The smallest effect
of distance as measured by ordinal steps is shown by the
Fruits list (-334 msec.) with the Animals (-400) and Objects
(-407) lists being similar to each other and intermediary
to Fruits and 3alls. The reasons for such an ordering are
not immediately apparent, but it is obvious that ordinal
distance alone does not control the distance effects in
these lists.
Paivio's size-rating norms facilitated an additional
examination of the differential linear associations of
rated-size ratio (a measure of analog distance), ordinal
distance (stepsize) and mean reaction time for the Animals
list. Partial correlations 6 (Hays, pp. 57^-576) on the
data for internal pairs demonstrated a significant linear
association between reaction time and ordinal distance
( rrt, step. ratio " ~«5^6, p <. .002) and, of course, between
ratio and ordinal distance ( rra ti 0 ,step.rt = P<-001),
but not between ratio and mean reaction time (j°
ratio r t step
=
-.135, P > .05). This was a bit unexpected, since cor-
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relations between ratio and reaction time calculated sepa-
rately for each distance were as high as r =
-.89 (Distance
1).
Finally, the effects of end-anchoring and markedness
were evaluated. Table 6 lists the summary data for anchor
pairs broken down by question asked, true-false, left-right
position of the anchor, and congruence of the question with
the anchor (e.g. elephant / larger?). Several trends seem
apparent. Pairs in which the anchor occurred on the left
were consistently speeded, being on the average 306 msec,
faster than anchor-on-right pairs; congruent-anchor-on-left
pairs had the most pronounced advantage (364 msec). Con-
gruent pairs in general showed an average 6l msec, advan-
tage over noncongruent pairs, with this difference being
larger (79 msec.) for the "small" (Clark's 'marked' anchor).
Logically, then, the "small" congruent anchor-on-left pairs
were responded to the most quickly of all pairs. Note
that these would appear in testing in the form:
A is smaller than X.
This might indicate that the speeding of these particular
anchor pairs is due to "interpretive" facilitation as
Clark has suggested, or to strategy differences in retrieval
If there is a strategy difference, it might be expected that
distance effects would be differentially apparent in speeded
and non-speeded pairs. If the subject is using a special
"anchor-tag" as Potts has suggested, and not performing the
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Table 6: Summary Data (Mean RTs)
for Pairs Containing End Anchors
Anchor True False
A X > A? A > X?
Larger r
1^30.500 1247.875
J J > X? X > J?
1083.125 1452.375
A A < X? X < A?
Smaller?
1080.000 1439.375
J X <J? J < X?
1467.125 1152.750
Average: Congruent Anchor on Left 1081.5625
Average
:
Congruent Anchor on Right 1445.8750
Average: All Congruent Anchors 1263. 7187
Average: Non-congruent Anchor on Left 1200.3125
Average Non-•congruent Anchor on Right; 1448.8125
Average All Non-congruent Anchors 1324.5625
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comparison operation, there should be little or no effect of
distance. An alternative to Potts' suggestion, involving a
quick exit from a scan process, will be explicated in the
discussion of these results.
Analyses of variance on the best-fitting straight lines
for anchor pairs by stepsize showed less effect of distance
if the anchor was congruent with the question (-21 msec,
congruent vs.
-36 msec, noncongruent slopes), though in all
cases distance effects were practically negligible compared
to those obtained for the other positions just discussed.
This effect of congruency was significant (intercepts F
(1,32) = 12.71, slopes F (1,32) = 5.76, p< .05). The inter-
action between congruency and left-right position was sig- :
nificant for slopes (F (1,32) = 5-30, p < .05). The analysis
is included in Appendix D. The significance of this inter-
action supports the notion that appearance of the anchor in
the left position has a facilitating effect apart from
congruence. In conjunction with congruence, however, appear-
ance of the anchor on the right shows the smallest effect
of distance (-14 msec, slope). Note that this case would
appear as
:
X is smaller than A or X is larger than J.
Both of these are false propositions, perhaps representing
a situation facilitating a quick rejection. Note also that
noncongruent anchor-on-left pairs (again false propositions)
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showed slightly less effect of distance than did noncon-
gruent anchor-on-right (true) pairs (-33 msec, left vs.
-38 msec, right slopes).
This analysis seems to conflict with the appearance
of the distance curves in Figures 9 and 10, which seem to I
show that reaction times are consistently speeded for left-
appearing anchors only. There is apparently a nonobvious
interaction here which makes the end-anchor case not so
simple as it originally appeared.
Discussion
The fact that the symbolic distance effect showed up
so strongly in this experiment gives it a great deal more
credibility as a psychological entity. The symbolic dis-
tance effect is apparently not an artifact of syllogistic
training or artificial orderings, since the effect was
obtained even for natural lists and with a procedure in
which any possible specific list training was very brief.
This would tend to rule out models, such as thcs -5 described
by Bower (1971) and Trabasso, et al. (1975), which base
their explanation of the symbolic distance effect solely on
the formation of diffential associations that affect the
relative discriminability of items in an ordering. It is
possible that the pre-test had some influence on the
creation of a special ordering for the task, but in the
short period during which the subjects dealt with the pre-
test cards it is hard to imagine the creation of significant
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differential association strengths (between an item and its
assigned ordinal position, for instance). It is also pos-
but unlikely, that response strengths between an
item and the responses "larger" or "smaller" were built up
during the pre-test. Casually recorded observational data
.dicated that subjects tended to start with one of the end
items (most often the small one) and work up the list,
adding objects one at a time in a serial fashion. Bower
md Trabasso have both suggested that the special effects
found for end-items and the confusability of items central
: ordering are due to differential associations created
by ends- inward learning. Given the observational data ob-
tain:;- in this particular task, such association models
would predict that one end (that used in the pre-test for
the "beginning") would have more associations ( or stronger
ones) and thus greater discriminability than the other end-
item, with the midpoint items being intermediately discri^
minable. This might still seem plausible, given the data
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4; the farther away an item
appears from the beginning point of the list, the less
discriminability it has and thus the longer the reaction
"time to pairs containing that item becomes. If the data
are examined more closely, however, it can be shown that,
for this particular task, Trabasso, et al.'s (1975) or
Bower's (1971) models are at best inept and, in fact, that
any simple model will be incomplete.
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When distance is held constant at one level rather
than being averaged as in Figures 3 and 4, it becomes
evident that the data are not adequately described by a
linear function alone. While there is a significant linear
component to the serial position curves, calculated sepa-
rately for each distance (stepsize) and illustrated in
Figures 5 through 8, there is a significant quadratic
component of each, as well. A model like Bower's (1971)
could predict either a linear or a U-shaped function, but
it seems implausible that any singular set of associations
could produce both components found in the data. The
possibility does remain that some portion of the subjects
worked from one end and some from the other, and that the
U-shaped function is a combination of an increasing and
a decreasing function. It is even possible that one group
of subjects worked from one end and one group from the ends
inward. The present design did not allow for in-depth
analysis of this possibility. It seems, however, that any
such model which could predict both components at once would
be awkardly ajl hoc.
Certainly, by the same sort of argument, simple scan-
ning models can be discounted as inefficiently or incom-
pletely explanatory. Certain sorts of scanning models might
produce such quadratic functions as well as linear ones,
but other aspects of the data support the notion that these
functions are evidence that more than one strategy or process
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may be utilized for performance of this task. For instance,
there is one special case in which the serial position
function does not contain a significant linear component,
that for adjacent pairs (Distance 1). it is notable that
the case in which items are especially "close" in the
ordering is the only one in which a linear component does
not occur. Such a "special case" cannot be easily ex-
plained by a unitary model.
The linear component present in the serial position
curves for all other distances examined appears to be
relatively consistent across those distances, changing only
in relation to the question asked. The magnitude of the
quadratic component, however, seems to vary inversely with
the distance parameter. This again suggests that dual
processes may be involved. It is hard to explain an effect
of distance whach varies while maintaining a stable ordinal
or serial position effect in other respects. Clearly,
simple discriminability or scanning models alone are not
sufficient
.
The Dual Process Model
Figure 11 illustrates a hypothetical model which will
help explicate some possible factors underlying the obtained
data. Two sorts of processes are assumed to be operating
and interacting. The first is a serial scan through the
list for one of the two presented items, which produced a
linear function increasing with the serial position of the
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item closest to the entered end, but is independent of
distance. The second proposed decision process is assumed
to be a direct comparison between the values of the two
items as retrieved from memory, hut is a decreasing function
of the distance between the items. The curve indicated in
Figure 11 as the general hypothetical serial position curve
is assumed to be a result of the two above decision processes
operating in parallel.
First consider the scanning process, if a subject has
formed a linear ordering of the list items to facilitate
his/her performance, scanning this list might prove to be
an efficient strategy. Such a linear ordering might be
formed in many ways but, as has been discussed, would prob-
ably be formed during the pre-test in this particular para-
digm. The subject might use item-specific information
(drawn from long-term memory?) in making the ordering then,
as Trabasso and his colleagues (1974, 1975) have suggested,
retain only the relative ordering. It is also possible,
as Moyer and Bayer (1975) have suggested, that some distri-
butional information is represented. This possibility will
be ignored for the present discussion and reconsidered
later. The ordering, once created, would probably be held
in working memory, and would therefore be more quickly and
easily accessed than the item-specific information most
likely held in long-term storage.
Upon presentation of a test sentence, the subject
6 ?
would register the items - both the left and the right, item
A quick scan, probably beginning at the "named" (or pre-
ferred) end of the list, would be performed until one of
the items was matched. When a match was found, the matched
item would be labelled with the quality appropriate to the
end of the scale entered (i.e. if the scan began at the
"small" end, the item would be labeled "small"). If the
label matched that for the position in which the item
appeared in the test sentence, the subject would respond
"True"
;
if a mismatch was found, the response would be
"False". Such a process would produce a linear increasing
function across serial positions if the serial position
of the pair were defined by the item closest to the "named"
or preferred end of the list. Such functions are illu-
trated in Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8.
Such a process would predict other effects in the data
as well. For instance, end-items should not have equal
reaction times. If the scan does indeed usually begin at
the named end, the named (congruent) end-item should be
especially speeded - since it would be matched immediately
and all pairs including the named end-item as one member
should be uniformly speeded. Both of these predictions are
upheld by the data obtained.
The second proposed decision process is assumed to
utilize a more direct memory access process. Once the sub-
ject has registered the two presented items, a process of
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retrieval and comparison of the item-specific or absolute
information associated with each of those items would be
conducted in parallel with the scan. The direct compara-
tive judgement made on the basis of the retrieved item-
specific information might vary in difficulty, and thus
time, as do direct psychophysical judgements. The more
similar the items are, the more difficult the decision and
thus the longer the reaction time - a relationship similar
to that suggested by Mover and Bayer as noted in the intro-
duction to this report. For any particular level of dif-
ficulty, this judgement time would remain relatively con-
stant, thus creating a flat function of serial position
when this process was determining RT. The sole variable
assumed to affect the difficulty of comparison is, for the
present, ordinal distance. This assumption will be recon-
sidered later in this discussion.
General Remarks on the Fit of the Data to the r-'or.el
The most noticeable aspect of the serial position
curves in Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 is the difference between
those for "True" responses and those for "False" responses.
While the curves for Trues appear much like the hypothetical
curves suggested, rising sharply and then leveling off
somewhat, the Falses do not seem to show the sharp rise.
Possibly, the scanning process is not efficient for Falses,
and thus tends to be dominated by the comparison of item-
specific information in determining reaction time. Consider
what would happen in a "False" scan versus a "True" scan.
Suppose the sentence presented was, "Fox is smaller than
Leopard". The subject registers "Fox, Leopard" and begins
the scan at the small end of the scale. When s/he hits
the representation for "Fox", it is labeled "Small", checked
and matched with the label "Small" for its position in the
sentence, and the response "True" initiated. If, on the
other hand, the sentence were, "Leopard is smaller than
Fox", different processing may occur in the scan. The sub-
ject registers the items as in the case for Trues and again
begins the scan at the small end of the scale. "Fox" is
again labeled as "Small", but now a mismatch with the
sentence position label will occur. Perhaps, with an un-
determined probability, the subject will double-check to be
certain s/he has checked the proper item against the proper
position. This extra checking is bound to be confusing and
to take extra time. Especially since some general reason-
ing processes not otherwise being used might be employed.
This added time, and the possibility of confusion, will make
the scan a less efficient process for thos instances in
which the subject does a recheck. Thus the linear com-
ponent will account for less of the reaction time function
in those cases where rechecks might occur - the False
cases. Since rechecking seems plausible, the differences
in the two sets of curves are not particularly disturbing.
A second notable aspect of these curves is that although
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the anchor congruent with the question asked seems speeded,
presumably due to quick exit from the scar process, the
noncongruent anchor is responded to especially fast as well.
J
This, given the present model, cannot be due to a quick-
scan exit, since the subject must presumably scan the entire
list before encountering the noncongruent anchor. Of course,
if this were true, the subject would encounter the other
item of the pair before getting to the anchor, and the
noncongruent anchor's appearance in the pair should not
have much, in fact any, effect on the scan process at all.
The Anova of the best-fitting distance functions for the
end anchors does indicate that the congruent anchors shows
less effect of distance than does the noncongruent anchor;
the slopes for* the congruent anchor pairs are shallower.
This is logical if the congruent anchor reaction times are
influenced by the scan process, which is not affected by
the distance, but the arncongruent anchor pairs are not.
The noncongruent anchor pairs, then, must be speeded by some
aspect of the item-specific information comparison or
direct memory access process.
This brings up another question about the retrieval
process from long-term Tneniury. Are the items retrieved
sequentially or in parallel? If the items are retrieved
sequentially, the left item first perhaps, since it is
likely to be read first in most cases, we might expect
differential effects of sentence position. It might be
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expected that when the retrieval and comparison process
was Meeting RT, any effects special to the left position
B 12333 »frect : ' T bef0^e any effects special to the right
position. This would predict that any special anchor
effects for the nonconfluent anchor should be stronger
it appears in the left position. This prediction
ib totally supported by the data obtained. For the case
of noncongruent anchor pairs, the pairs in which the anchor
OBCars on the left (the "False" noncongruent pairs) show
less effect of distance and are about 2^8 msec, faster on
tteTB^erage than the Pairs in which the anchor occurs on
the right. It would seem, then, that the retrieval process
is aeojuential (left to right) and, in addition, that the
anchor items are somehow "marked", maybe even in long-term
memory itself. This "marking" might occur, for instance,
during the pre-test.
Thirdly, apart from these end-item effects which speed
the hypothetically flat functions at the "far" end of the
scale, the functions seem generally more curved than would
be predicted. At the congruent end of the scale, it might
be argued that a distributed-times model could predict a
gradual tfrade-off between the processes; the probability of
one process being faster than the other increases gradually
with serial position rather than being a radical switch.
This would not really explain the down-turn, apart from the
end-items, at the far end of the scale. The reasons for
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this are not clear and must bo explored in future research.
Perhaps it is evidence of some minor effects of the pre-
test upon long-term memory, or of some subjects entering
the nonconfluent end of the scale on a small proportion
of the trials. Unfortunately, while a contrast checking
between subjects for the latter possibility is theoretically
possible, the present experiment did not provide an adequate
number of observations for a reliable test. This could be
corrected for in a future study.
Further Ir-enMotions and Sn^nl atinnn on
feftg
As has R] ready been noted, the data obtained do
generally coincide with the model suggested and. with its
predictions. The trend analyses show significant linear
components. That the linear components are probably
scanning functions is supported by their significant inter-
actions with the question asked. This confirms the idea
that subjects are most likely to begin scanning from the
end of ttic list congruent with the question asked. Since
question was a between-subject variable, there is no indi-
cation whether this would be true when both questions could
be expected by the subject or whether a preferred end might
be selected. If it can be assumed that the end chosen to
begin with for the pre-test was an indication of the end
naturally preferred by the subjects, then for* this task
subjects were induced by task-specific variables to opt for
scan entry at other than their- naturally preferred end.
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Most subjects started with the smallest item in the pre-
test ordering, but the data indicate that scan was begun
by most subjects at the end corresponding to the question
asked. If the linear components of the serial position
functions are primarily a manifestation of the presence of
an efficient task strategy, they are interesting in and of
themselves, but will not be particularly useful in answer-
ing many of the questions about variability around which this
study was centered. Since the linear components do interact
with question asked, it will be assumed that they are stra-
tegy-related functions and will not therefore be especially
useful in determining the influence of variability on com-
parative judgements (i.e. distance effects), as they will be
complicated by task-specific effects.
Tfone of the quadratic components evaluated shows
evidence of an interaction with the question factor. These
functions might give us clues, then, to some of the effects
variability has on the distance function. If the magnitude
of the functions in Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 is an indication
of the distance effect, then it is apparent that the effect
of distance, even apart from scanning effects, varies con-
siderably from one serial position to the next. This is
especially obvious for Distance 1, in which there is no
assumed "seaming" or linear component. To evaluate any
changes in the distance effect caused by experimental
manipulations of list variability, serial position must be
7^
held constant over the comparison.
S£fj of Variability of the List Items
:
'h<* analysis of variance on the best-fitting distance
functions for positions 2-6 did. demonstrate a significant
mai^ effect of List, both for slopes and for intercepts
" :n ly suggesting that the effective distance between the
items is not simply ordinal separation. In addition, the
analysis showed a significant main effect of ordinal pos-
.:±t±on, confirming the suspicion that the distance effect
varies considerably from one ordinal position to the next.
Why UrlF. might be is still unclear and should be further
• examined. It does still seem reasonable, however, to make
compa^iroos of the distance effect between lists, especially
if only one ordinal position is considered for each compar-
ison, in other words , as long as it is held constant. It
is probably advisable to be a little wary even of this sort
of comparison, since the List by Ordinal Position interaction
was also significant, though possibly marginally so. None-
theless, examining the Distance by List effects may provide
Borne clues as to the types of information retrieved from
long-term memory for this task (therefore, at least some
of the typ>: of information stored about an item) and lay
the groundwork for future investigations.
Examining first the average slopes and intercepts for
each list, a general picture arises. The Fruits list is
not only generally easier, as evidenced by faster reaction
es an
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times than those for the other lists, but distance (as
measured by ordinal stepsize) seems to have less effect
than it does for the other lists. The zero-intercepts ar
not particularly useful information, since Distance 0 i
impossible measure, but from these the Distance 1 and 3
points can be projected. The Fruits list is more than 150
msec, faster at the Distance 3 point than the next fastest
list, Objects. By Moyer and Bayer's argument, it might
have been expected that the Animals list would be fastest,
since it has the greatest overall range and therefore the
largest interval differences, but the Distance 3 point for
Animals is only third fastest. On the other hand, the
slope for Animals is relatively flatter. It might be said
then that large interval distances can reduce the effects of
ordinal distance in comparative judgements. In fact, this
is really all that Moyer and Bayer (1975) claimed in their
report. The present results don't invalidate the conclusion
of Moyer and Bayer (1975) that RT varies inversely with the
actual size difference between the referent items, but do
indicate that there are other, possibly stronger, variables
to consider.
It must be true that more than discrete ordinal infor-
mation is represented in memory about the items in these
comparative judgements, and that this extra information is
actually used for making the judgements. This seems true in
a general sense from the fact that interval distances
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apparently effected some of this difference.
This impression might be weakened somewhat by the
partial correlation data obtained using Paivio's (1975)
norms. It would appear from this analysis that stepsize
(ordinal distance) has more effect on reaction time than do
absolute size or size ratios. Unfortunately, scan time may
be highly confounded in this correlation coefficient. On
the basis of the lack of evidence of scan effects (no linear
component) in the serial position function for Distance 1,
it is probably more feasible to consider the correlation,
for just that distance, between ratio and reaction time as
the more valid measure. That correlation was very high,
supporting the impressions drawn from the other analyses.
There might be several reasons that the Fruits list
was so much easier than the lists with larger ranges. There
is reason to shy away from any range explanation, since the
Balls list had the same range as the Fruits list and demon-
strated not only the steepest slope but the longest reaction
times. The same argument might be made for shape differen-
tiation, since the Fruits and Balls items were all spherical,
Of course, it must be noted, that the Fruits are not per-
fectly spherical, and that in addition they must often have
other distinguishing features of orientation (e.g. stems or
blossom spots) and coloring differences that the Balls do
not have. Perhaps, we should reconsider these differences,
and perhaps note some peculiarities about the lists used
in this study.
The three variables originally considered in construc-
tion of these lists seem to have inconsistent or at least
interacting effects. Hone of them can predict the actual
orderings in reaction times or the effects of distance for
all four lists. Range, as noted, may have some effects,
but these are definitely not the most powerful effects
working in this situation; lists with the same range are
at different ends of the scales of speed and distance
effects. Again, such a situation holds for inter-item
variability, since the lists with the least supposed item
variability (Objects and Balls) are not similar to each
other in slope or RT and in fact do not even fall together
at one or the other end of a ranking on these dimensions.
Shape constancy, too, seems to have been eliminated as a
factor which would add difficulty to an imagery process,
that is, if we assume that there was enough constancy to
hamper imagery in the case of both Fruits and Balls lists.
This contention might usefully be questioned. If we con-
sider the idea introduced above that fruits actually have
several "features", which might make them easier to image
and therefore compare than balls, a new pattern can be
seen in the distance function rank orderings.
Suppose that ease of imagery, and of comparison through
imagery, was a function of complexity of the image. It
might be true that it is easier to image an item as the
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number of features or complexity of that item gets smaller,
but that there is a floor effect, a level at which the
items imaged are so simple that comparison becomes again
very difficult. This would account for the ordering of
lists obtained by the distance function analysis. Fruits
are mostly the same shape, but do have color-distribution
and small feature differences; therefore it is easier to
compare them and they show the least distance effect.
Objects and Animals have about the same number of features,
and fall into the ordering next. Balls, being almost fea- I
tureless, are too difficult to image and become last in the
list. This is one possibility to be explored.
A further proposal might be that familiarity has a
part to play in these comparisons. We are used to seeing
fruits, say in the market, and often attend to differences
in size among them. If all peaches are five-cents apiece,
we look most often for* the largest peach. We are used to
handling fruit and touciing it to our mouths (a sensory
organ often forgotten; remember, if you bite a nectarine,
you reach the pit - if you bite a peach, you probably reach
more peach!). Household objects are things we see often
enough and even handle, but probably compare in respect to
size relatively infrequently. Animals are less familiar
to us, often seen in pictures or from afar. Rarely have
we handled any of the ones on this particular list. Finally,
though we may fairly frequently see a few of the balls on
the list, most of the rest are seen very infrequently and
in highly limited situations (how often do you go to the
beach?). Although this discussion has been put in the
context of imagery, it is obvious that we could as easily
be discussing analog memory of features and general com-
parative knowledge to be used in any other fashion. For
instance, familiarity might in some way affect the repre-
sentation of distributional information in a memorial or-
dering of the type suggested by Moyer and Bayer (1975).
Familiarity might even be incorporated in some of the dis-
crete models proposed as well, but any discrete model will
require severe changes to account for all of the reported
data. The point is that imagery, familiarity, and kinds
of contact with the remembered items are probably more
potent variables in memorial comparison than was assumed at
the inception of this study. They certainly are worth
pursuing further in future studies.
Another variable is worth examining as well, as was
mentioned at the beginning of this section. The ordinal
position distance functions, examined one at a time, bear
out the general impressions drawn in this discussion. The
rankings of RT and distance effects hold essentially for
each of the six positions examined. It is impossible to
ignore, on the other hand, the remarkable differences
between the serial positions themselves. While each
position seems to generate a very consistent distance func-
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tion (slope) across lists, the positions vary as much as
600 msec, in slope. The sixth position also has notably
flat functions compared to its neighbors. At present, there
seems to be no ready explanation for such differences; but
they are an undeniable feature of the data and should bear
exploration.
Concluding Remarks
This particular paradigm, and ones similar to it,
would seem to provide an interesting approach to the question
of information storage, particularly that used in memorial
comparisons. It seems evident that more than ordinal
position is considered in making these memorial comparisons,
but that ordinal position of the items may have considerable
effects as well. It might be worthwhile to employ a similar
paradigm in which no pre-test is used, to assess the effect
the pre-test had on formation of a task-specific linear
order and anchor "tagging". Scaleing of the items may be
useful in getting comparisons similar to those provided by
Paivio's (1975) norms for all the list items. Certainly,
the types of lists used can be more carefully constructed
to eliminate some of the apparent variables and control
others that seem viable as major factors. This study pro-
vides only a glimpse into the process of memory storage and
comparison.
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Footnotes
1. "Analog" here is used in the sense, often used in
computer science, of "not digital". Especially, not numer-
ical or binary, but including anything of continuous or
non-discrete character. This might encompass graphic forms.
2. "Absolute" can be interpreted as by Bower (1971). An
absolute code is not described in relation to or dependent
upon anything else, but stands by itself. This might in-
clude numerical symbols, but would not necessarily be
limited to them.
3. Note that Potts' argument assumes that (as stated on
page 7), subjects deduce the remote pairs during training
and store these pairs in addition to the presented items.
Only those inferences forgotten or not originally deduced
would be made at the time of testing. In addition the
assumption must be that stored presented and stored deduced
pairs are retrieved witli equal speed. Deduction is attemp-
ted only if remembering does not complete; or, given a race
model in which deduction and remembering occur in parallel,
deduction must take longer than remembering.
^. Humphreys (1975) has very recently demonstrated this
point. He has reported that "both endpoint and distance
effects can be derived from a single (frequency) mechanism,
and this mechanism does not involve memory for the relation-
ships between the terms in the ordering" (p. ^96, paren-
thetical insert mine.)-. He describes, in detail, how a
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frequency model can be incorporated in the sort of task
examined in this report and tests some predictions. His
model is more limited in scope than that described in the
text, but does not appear to differ substantially otherwise.
Unfortunately, his paper was published far too late for
direct inclusion in this report.
5. It should be noted that the Trabasso, et al. model could
be assumed as a less literal proposal, since possibilities
such as the operation of linguistic factors were discussed
at other points in the proposal. They suggested, for in-
stance, that "it is possible that size rather than distance
determined decision time" (Trabasso, et al., 1975, p. 32),
since physical size and physical distance were correlated.
Other proposals included in the general interpretation will
be examined at a later point in this paper.
6. The partial correlation r1>2 .3 represents the coefficient
of partial correlation between X1 and X2 keeping constant.
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Appendix B: Trend Analyses
* indicates P .05.
Term d.f •
Distance 1
lin. quad.
P F
Distance 2
1 in . quad
.
F F
T)(P) T TP < 1 *183.91 * 4.22 *116.73
T TP * 4.69 * 17.96 * 5.88 * 8.10
Q *22.79 <1 *18.76 <1
H 1 TP <1 * 24.78 3.39 4.74
LO T TP 2.20 ] ,06 2.02 1.06
LH T TP <1 * 4.93 <1 1.15
OH 1 TP 1.37 < 1 < 1 <1
T TP 2.70 < 1 1.56 <1
1 TP <1 * 4.66 * 6.73 * 5.80
T ^9 1.58 <1 <1 <1
Vail 1 TO *47.02 2.97 *72.83 1.73
n l 1
,
1.39 * 6.72 < 1 <]
LQT 3,32 1.06 <1 * 6.44 1.04
LHT 3,32 1.58 <1 2.33 2.09
QHT 1,32 * 4.47 <1 2.74 <1
LQHT 3,32 < 1 <1 * 3.04 <1
MS
p x s /lqh - 188235.21 (linear), 131617.825 (quadratic)
MSp x st/lqh 100473.00 (linear), 73143.250 (quadratic)
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Appendix C: Analyses of Variance on Best-fitting
Straight Line Distance Functions
by Ordinal Position for Internal Pairs H
* indicates p < .05.
Slopes Intercepts
mTerm d.f
.
F MS
e P MS-
L
/-v
J j * 8.07 53260 3.30 5908826
Q 1
j
"3 0 < 1 53260 <1 5908826
H 1 , 2.18 53260 1.40 5908826
T 1 « * 15.39 12360 961.32 227682?
0 ). TOO
,
12o *136.42 22915 K- 865.23 2279981
LQ 3 3 . 32 * 4.21 53260 * 4.43 5908826
LH * 3.98 53260 4.14 5908826QH 1
j
* 5.07 53260 2.33 5908826
LT J 3 <1 12360 *1 2276823QT 1
ji32 * 4.87 12360 < 1 2276823
HT 1
j 1.67 12360 1.01 2276823
LO T O
,
liCO * 4.88 22915 <1 2279981
QO U
1
«1 22915 <1 2279981
HO 128 * 3.44 22915 <1 2279981
TO ,128 < 1 11870 1101.34 1784668
LQH 3! 32 < 1 53260 2.45 5908826
LQT 3, 32 1.23 12360 3.79 2276823
LHT 3, 32 <1 12360 4.05 2276823
QHT 1, 32 <1 12360 1.39 2276823
LQO 12, 128 < 1 22915 4.3? 2279981
LHO 12, 128 < 1 22915 4.07 2279981
QHO ^ 128 1.00 22915 <1 2279981
LTO 12, 128 1.34 11870 < 1 1784668
QTO 4, 128 1.40 11870 <1 1784668
HTO 128 1.56 11870 < 1 1784668
LQHT 3, 32 1.85 12360 3.88 2276823
LQHO 12, 128 < 1 22915 3.48 2279981
LQTO 12, 128 < 1 11870 5.29 1784668
LHTO 12, 128 * i 11870 4.44 1784668
QHTO if, 128 1.06 11870 < 1 1784668
LQHTO 12, 128 1.32 11870 3.^7 1784668
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Appendix D:
Analyses of Variance on Best-fitting Straight Line
Distance Functions for End-Anchor Pairs
* indicates p .05.
# indicates p .10.
Slopes Intercepts
Term d.f
.
P M3«
e p
L 3,32 <1 1228 < 1
Q 1,32 2.31 1228 <1
H 1,32 * 7.54 1228 # 3.02
C 1,32 * 5.76 1782 *12.71
P 1,32 1.18 931 1 .44
LQ 3,32 1.92 1228 * 3.77
-/•ifLH 3,32 1.36 1228 <1
QH 1,32 3.16 1228 * 5.19
LC 3,32 1.15 1782 1,24QC 1,32 1.53 1782 2.31
HC 1,32 2.42 1782 * 4.57
2.43LP 3,32 2.22 931
QP 1,32 <1 931 < 1
HP 1,32 1.27 931 2.00
CP 1,32 * 5.30 775 <1
LQH 3,32 <1 1228 * 3.27
LQC 3,32 * 5.79 1782 * 6.16
LHC 3,32 <1 1782 <1
QHC 1,32 1.39 1782 3.95
LQP 3.32 * 6.90 931 44.19
LHP 3,32 <1 931 < 1
QHP 1,32 1.70 931 < 1
LCP 3,32 2.71 775 2.89
QCP 1,32 2.27 775 * 7.18
HCP 1,32 <1 775 1.93
LQHC 3,32 * 6.82 1782 * 6.00
LQHP 3,32 <1 930 * 4.69
LQCP 3,32 1.71 775 <1
LHCP 3,32 1.20 775 < 1
QHCP 1,32 * 5.30 775 < 1
LQHCP 3,32 1.25 775 < 1
MS
e
218179
218179
218179
76351
54804
218179
218179
218179
76351
76351
76351
54803
54803
54803
26224
218179
76351
76351
76351
54803
54803
54803
26224
26224
26224
76351
54803
26224
26224
26224
26224

